
WHY WE COPYRIGHT

From time to time we are asked by some of our users why we copyright our
material. After all, they suggest, this is public domain material, and should be
freely used by all. Some even go so far as to freely distribute our material to
others. In response to this situation, I would like to mention a few facts about our
company and what we do.

Moving writings — especially the size and complexity of even standard
reference works — from basic written pages into electronic format is not as
simple as merely scanning the text and running it through OCR software. There
is an incredible amount of work done to format, proof, and compile these texts
and make them usable. In addition, we must continue to keep up the technical
support and development neccessary in order to supply you, our customer, with a
quality, working CD-ROM.

Each of our employees is dedicated to assuring you a quality product. We then
provide these products to you for a much more than reasonable price. It is only
fitting that our employees be compensated for their work. Like you,  every one of
our employees must support themselves and their families. While this concept
may seem obvious to you, there are some who do not understand or accept this.
There are others who unknowingly ‘pirate’ our products in the name of a good



cause. This is an unfortunate consequence as we are then deprived of income
needed not only to support our current efforts, but to provide the neccessary
funding for what we are developing for future CD-ROM’s.

Since you have purchased this product, feel free to use these classic writings in
any manner fitting for the good of the body of believers. But please understand
that we have worked very hard to put this material on CD-ROM for your use. We
have forgone great financial profitability in order to provide the least expensive
electronic library to yourself and all who desire these writings in a useful
electronic format. In return we ask that you do not simply “give” these works
away by duplicating, copying, or reformatting them for someone else.
Duplicating our CD-ROM for personal financial gain is also forbidden. If you
know of someone who cannot afford the library, please write us and let us know.
Our goal is to not let the price be a hinderance to anyone.

I do hope that you will get much use out of this CD-ROM. But please remember
to honor our licensing agreement and dot not copy this material. To computers
other than your own.

May God Bless You,

Steve Radda


